
Accurate and effective data collection.

McElhanney’s proprietary web-based mapping 
platform leverages the power of GIS to provide 
consultants, clients, stakeholders, and contractors 
with a powerful planning and communication tool.

Users can observe all the complexities of a 
project or area, or deselect layers to focus 
on a variable.
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Measure 3D feature heights easily with the 
ability to draw lines over multiple surfaces to 
visualize canopy and building height comparison 
profile graphs.

Important data is effectively gathered, logged, communicated, and retrieved 
in situ, which is essential for accurate and efficient planning and construction.

Drill down to the attribute data of assets and 
features as well as retrieve attached documents.

Itemized printable data is easily managed and 
retrieved.
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Allows the user to generate print maps using a 
multitude of base layers and data loaded into 
Vertisee.

Run spatial reports on datasets representing 
a user defined geographic region. Advanced 
filters and queries can drill down to the data 
report you need.

Clients can save their markups and send 
them to other members of their organization or 
to McElhanney for feedback.
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Excellent projects need excellent input.
Stakeholders can easily provide timely feedback.

Feedback that’s clear.
By clicking and typing on interactive aerial maps, 
stakeholders can show project planners exactly 
where theirconcerns and suggestions lay.

An app made just for you.
Your project is unique, and your app is too. We 
create theright visual aids and metrics to best 
serve your needs.

To learn more visit

mcelhanney.com/vertisee

“McElhanney’s Vertisee and Vertisee crowdsource tools have been invaluable to our projects and our clients. They enable fun 

and easy sourcing of spatial and qualitative input from the public, stakeholders and clients and promote an effective online 

discussion between engagement participants. The input is essential to our co-creation and design projects. The platform runs 

reliably, and McElhanney’s GIS team are fantastic to work with - timely, professional and reliable.”`

– Planner, Senior Associate at RC Strategies

“I spent some time familiarizing myself with Vertisee. Pretty cool and very user friendly, and great to finally see this information 

become centralized. It will be interesting to see the layers grow and the connection possibilities once all mapping information 

has been added.”

– Director of Recreation Services at District of Mackenzie
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